
Tired of switching every font and color when you need to make a
design change? eDesign Style Wizard can make these changes for

you! Keep in mind that Style Wizard only a�ects text, shapes and
elements created in eDesign — not artwork, images or graphics

made elsewhere. 
 

ADD MAGIC TO BOOK STYLES
Love one of the Book Styles from the eDesign Catalog but want to

switch the colors? Activate the templates, head to Style Wizard
and make some magic! The current Book Styles that work best

with the Wizard are Banner, Biography, Journey, Rewind, So Bold
and We Are. Check out this video for using Style Wizard while in

the Templates library.
 

QUICK SWITCHES
Did your design editor last minute decide to change your royal

blue to navy blue? It happens. Luckily, the Wizard can work its
magic with up to 50 spreads to change those blues out. 

 
And the same goes for fonts! If you decide to switch from AHJ

Antique Olive Bold to AHJ Chantilly Bold, you can use the Wizard
to make the switch on pages you’ve already been working on.

Watch how to edit your spreads here.
 

ALWAYS DO A DOUBLE-CHECK
While we love the power behind Style Wizard, you will want to do

a follow-up on your spreads to ensure that all of your text �ts
properly in the text boxes, all elements are placed correctly and

your PDF proofs are perfect before you move forward with
submission. Here’s a reminder on how to run your PDFs.  

SEE YOU THERE?!

We’ll be hosting demos of Style Wizard at the National

High School Journalism Convention in Boston, MA, on Nov.

2-3. Stop by the HJ YBK Booth for NEW �air and bags, plus

students can participate in a Booth Scavenger Hunt and

prize wheel! 

Need to rewind? All previous Adviser Assistance emails are

available on their own page.
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